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Abstract 

Firms are not always in competition sometimes, they cooperate with each other to circumvent the 
growing complexity of business environments.  The pulling of resources to synergize may be the way 
out for firms with perceived challenges to sell their core competence.  The study focused on strategy 
alliance as an approach to business growth and stability with reference to Nigerian Breweries Plc.  It 
is a theoretical research that explored qualitatively the concept of strategy alliance.  Data were 
sourced from journals articles and company annual reports.  The analyses revealed that strategy 
alliance is an innovative way for firms to tap into other firms’ technology, managerial competency 
and resources.  Therefore, strategy alliance provides firms with the opportunity to stay in business, 
cut cost and generate revenue for growth and stability.  Alliance is healthy for partners as well as the 
environment as it minimizes waste and seeks new ways to improve on factor input through research 
and development.  However, alliance is susceptible to instability and failure if not properly articulated 
and implemented.  Therefore, managers should not be afraid to create alliances with firms even their 
core rivals because such alliance may yield many strategic benefits, expand markets and increase 
growth prospects but the choice of strategic partners must be made carefully because it is a major 
determinant of stability of the partnership. 
< 
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1.1 Introduction 

No individual or group is self-sufficed. This insufficiency is evident when the individual or 

group is confronted with challenges.  Often challenges call for collaboration to overcome. The 

nuclear threat from Saddam Hussein showed the weakness of the world power and led to their 

cooperation with the United Kingdom and Australia in the 2001 Afghan war.  Similarly, threat from 

the militant group - Islamic State called for global coalition to counter the threat.  Organisations that 

form alliances believed that strength is might and lies not only in the prudent application of their 

resources but in joint forces with firms that complement their capability (Ekpudu, Aigbepue & 

Olabisi, 2013).  Strategy alliance is the cooperation between two or more organisations to pull 
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resources together to achieve some strategic goals while still maintaining their independence 

(Rambo, 2012). 

The business environment can be unassuming for firms to operate without some forms of 

interdependence.  The business environment is becoming complex and resources are becoming 

scarce.  Competition is on the increase and firms are trying endlessly to outdo the other.  All these 

activities can make it difficult for firms to achieve their strategic goals without some forms of 

collaboration.  In recognition of this, Nigerian Breweries (NB) Plc had aligned its strategies with 

others firms and benefited from their competencies and expertise.  By cooperating with other firms, 

NB had over 60 years, used patents through franchises and licenses to grow its business and expanded 

to what it is today.  The collaborations had help reduce tensions in the industry and increase market 

placidity. Thus, through partnering with other firms, NB had grown with less competition until 

recently when other firms adopting same strategy are thriving.   

Alliance does not guarantee automatic firm’s growth but it creates the conditions for firms to 

thrive (Ogbor & Ogbor, 2009), and this can culminate in firm’s growth and stability when manage 

harmoniously.  This paper is a theoretical assessment of strategy alliance as an approach to business 

growth and stability with particular reference to Nigerian Breweries Plc.  It portrays strategy alliance 

as pivotal for business growth and stability. The findings of the study are discussed with implications 

for firms in Nigeria. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the study 

1. To examine the effect of strategy alliance on business growth. 

2. To assess the influence of strategy alliance on business stability. 

1.3 Statement of the problem 

Firms in Nigeria tend to cluster around specific product lines with low capital requirement 

and less technical competence whereas they can form partnership to overcome some of their 

challenges.  Aun (2014) remarked that Nigerian firms develop at slow pace because they do not seem 
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to collaborate.  As a result, they tend to suffocate their growth potentials in already saturated and 

turbulent markets competing for limited opportunities.  Not many firms have realized they can form 

strategy alliances and still remain independent to enable them reach their potentials.  Consequently, 

the firms’ growths are stunt and many do not survive their first decade. 

Strategy alliances do not guarantee automatic benefits but well-articulated alliance with 

meticulously chosen partners may create stability and growth for the partners (Thomas, 2014; Nagel, 

2015; Ogunkoya, Hassan, Elumah & Kareem, 2015).  On this premise therefore, there is need to 

assess the performance of firms that have over the years employed the strategy and enquired how 

strategy alliance influence firms’ growth and stability? 

 

2.1 Theoretical framework 

The concept of strategic alliance is supported by cooperation and system theories.  

Cooperation theory suggests that firms that cooperate with each other have higher advantages than 

firms in competition with each other (Robotka, 1947).  Competition results in win-lose advantage 

whereas cooperation yields win-win benefits.  Competition creates domineering and lopsided 

benefits, whereas cooperation is synergistic.  Thus cooperation theory recommends cooperation over 

competition.  System theory suggests that the outcome of two or more acting in synergy is higher 

than the sum of the outcomes of the firms acting alone. 

2.2 Conceptual framework 

When two firms form alliance, they complement the weaknesses of each other.  Figure one 

shows the alliance of two firms A and B.  Such alliance can result in synergy that may yield benefits 

greater than the sum of what the firms may benefit acting alone.   
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 FIG. 1:  Strategic alliance and business growth and stability 

 Source:  Author’s computation  

 

2.2 Concept of strategy alliance 

Business organisations regardless of their age, size, strength and experience can form alliance 

at any level to achieve whatever goals they set for themselves.  Such linkage may require the firms 

to pull resources (capital, technology, personnel, idea, or other resources) to achieve some strategic 

goals (influence government policy, enter new market, overcome some environmental constraint, 

float a new venture, reduce competition, expansion or other objectives).  Strategy alliance is a 

cooperative agreement between two or more firms to do some tasks that will be mutually beneficial.  

According to Raue and Weiland (2015), strategy alliance is a top level management agreement to 

partner with other firms towards achieving specific aims.  Mokhtar (2013) defined it as a deliberate 

contract entered into by two or more separate entities that forms part of their overall objectives and 

contribute to its accomplishment through cooperation that is mutually beneficial. Mowery, Oxley and 

Silverman (1996) described it as an explicit agreement between firms to achieve some objectives 

while remaining distinct entities. 

According to Pellicelli (2003) exchange of core competence is what constitutes strategy 

alliance.  By this description, Pellicelli excluded all forms of firms’ partnership from strategic alliance 

except is has to do with exchange of core competence.  For Todeva and Knoke (2005), strategy 

alliance can take any form inasmuch as the autonomous firms remain legally independent, they can 

share benefits, managerial control and contribute in any strategic areas.  By these definitions, strategy 

alliance is a wide spectrum of cooperative collaboration between firms where the partnering firms 

contribute in their core areas and derive benefits in exchange while maintaining their individual 

identities. Alliance results in relationships where firms inter-depend on each other to achieve goals 

that are mutual. 
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2.3 Types of strategy alliance 

Plethora of inter-organisational relations and interdependent exist in literature with diverse 

opinions on what should or should not constitute strategic alliance.  Pellicelli (2003) categorised 

strategy alliance in terms of relationships between firms regarding assets management, assets 

separability and assets appropriability.  This form of classification of alliance clearly shows the level 

of cooperation between the firms, the governance structure and the level of integration. By this 

classification, network alliance, market relations, industry standard groups and cartels are forms of 

alliances with weak relationship.  Resources do not have to be jointly managed in pursue of causes 

that cannot be separated and, risk of one or more firms appropriating resources is high.  Sub 

contracting, licensing and franchise relationship are also contractual with closer ties than the 

aforementioned. Resources can be isolated and separated and the risk of appropriation of resources 

by other firms is quite low.  Joint venture, consortia, strategic cooperation and equity investments are 

based on ownership of capital in which firms concerned own percentages of equity stake in the firm’s 

capital structure. All these are illustrated in the figure below. 

 

 

 Weak relationship Relation based 
on contracts 

Formalized relation based 
on ownership of capital 

Formalized 
integration 

     
Form of alliance Network alliance; 

action sets, market 
relations; industry 
standard groups, Cartel 

Sub-
contractor; 
licensing; 
franchise  

R&D Consortia; Joint 
venture; Strategic 
Cooperative; Equity 
investment 

Merger & 
acquisition 

     
Factors that 
influence  assets 
management 

Resources that do not 
have to be managed 
jointly 

Resources that 
can be isolated 

Resources that must be managed jointly 

    
Assets 
separability 

Resources that cannot 
be separated 

Resources that can be separated Resources that 
cannot be 
separated 

    
Assets 
appropritability 

High risk that one or more partner could 
appropriate resources  

Low risk of appropriation of 
resources 

High risk of 
appropriation 
of resources 

FIG. 1: Forms of strategic alliances 

Source: Pellicelli (2003) 
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Raue and Wieland (2015) typified strategy alliance in terms of horizontal, vertical and 

diagonal alliances.  Horizontal alliance is a kind of linkage where firms in the same industry 

collaborate. This type of alliance helps them overcome some market conditions such entry into new 

market, expansion of existing products and avoid competition. This type of partnership is common 

in electronic industry.  The alliance of Apple, IBM and Motorola in early 90s is a typical instance of 

horizontal alliance. IBM, an enterprise computing firm and Apple, a consumer computing firm along 

with Motorola teamed up against Microsoft the market leader.  Similarly, Total Nigeria, Taxaco, 

National Oil and Chemical Marketing Company and Mobil joined alliance and installed Joint User 

Hydrant Installation Depot in Murtala Mohammed airport to hold fuel for Jets (Ekpudu, Aigbepue & 

Olabisi, 2013). The multimillion naira depot is still profitably serving the firms. Such alliance creates 

healthy competition and helps avoid waste of funds.    

Vertical strategy alliance occurs when firms engage in forward or backward integration. Firm 

can move forward to combine with its product distribution networks or align their strategy with 

suppliers of their inputs in backward integration. These forms of integration enable firm to leverage 

on the resources of the partnering firm. According to Gold (2015), it is useful for growing or 

developing firms.  Vertical alliance reduces the rigor involve in procuring inputs and eliminates 

product handling and distribution related problems. Diagonal alliance is linkage between firms in 

different industries.  

According to Das and Teng (2000), strategic alliances can be contractual based on general or 

specific agreement across a given period. In this regard, Estelyiova (2012) mentioned equity, non-

equity and minority alliances. Equity alliance is an investment partnership where firms jointly posses 

the equity capital of a firm. The investing firms hold percentages of the total equity capital of the 

firm.  This gives them right to jointly manage the firm and share all benefits and risks involved.  Non-

equity or contractual alliance is a linkage where the partner firms team up without equity share 
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capital. Dominance alliances of this type are formed for negotiation, lobbying, research and 

development and other specific roles. Minority alliances are cooperative partnerships where 

concerned firms take up minority equity positions in the equity structure of the other firms.  The 

intent may not be to leverage on the resources of the partnering firm or control the operations but to 

earn additional income from the firm.  

2.4 Strategy alliance as pivotal for business growth 

Business organisations are devising ways to circumvent the growing complexity of the 

environments.  One way firms mitigate the challenges of today business environment is through 

strategy alliances. Strategy alliance offers partnering firms the opportunity to join forces to take 

advantage of opportunity in the environment (Aun, 2014), or overcome constraints (capital 

formation, process or managerial) in firms’ way of meeting strategic aim (Tugores-Grarcia, 2012).  

Such partnership offers synergy which the individual firms cannot achieve acting in isolation (Hamel 

& Prahalad, 2005). When firm adopts a form of strategic alliance, painstakingly select partners and 

carefully implement the agreement, the prospect is that the firm reaps from the many benefits of the 

alliance which Ogbor and Ogbor (2009) listed as leading to the attainment of competitive advantages, 

gaining access to sources of supplies of inputs, achieving distribution opportunity, brand recognition, 

shared risks, access to new or specific market and gaining technical knowhow or manufacturing 

capability.  

No one business possesses all these market and environmental feats but firms with 

complementary strength can join partnership toward achieving them (Todeva & Knoke, 2005; 

Rambo, 2012).  A firm with market potentials but without manufacturing ability can partner with 

firms that posses such expertise through license, franchise or some other alliance to use such 

exclusive rights in exchange for royalties. For same reason, United African Company (UAC) and 

Heineken incorporated Nigerian Breweries Plc in 1946. Nigerian Breweries is an enduring legacy of 

strategic alliance. The Company had over the years formed several alliances that have proven 
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successful. For instance, 18 years after its incorporation, NB entered into franchise with Schweppes 

International to market Schweppes products in Nigeria. Two years after, NB entered into another 

alliance with L. Rose and Co. Limited to produce range of squash drinks.  

The success of the alliances let NB to expand its market, established Breweries in Aba, Ibadan 

and expanded Lagos Brewery between 1955 and 1982.   Consequently, several other strategic 

alliances were made with Guinness Nigeria in 1983 to promote the search for the cultivation of barley 

around Lake Chad Basin and, with Cadbury Beverages International UK in 1996 to reintroduce 

Schweppes range of products.  In the 90s, NB partnered with Music Stars to promote range of 

products through Mega Jam & Star Trek concerts and, in 1999 it entered into joint value partnership 

with French Company PerierVittel MT.  In 2011, NB acquired Sona Breweries. Previously in 2005 

it entered into agreement with management of National Arts Theatre to refurbish the facilities. 

Usually under such agreement no products other than NB products would be sold or consumed at 

events held in the Theatre during the tenure of the agreement.   

All these strategic alliances helped NB grow in profit and in market coverage with 19 brands 

in its portfolio and 59 stock keeping units in its catalogue.  This confirmed Tugores-Grarcia (2012) 

assertion that when properly managed strategic alliance can deliver growth.  Within the span of 70 

years, NB have had several feats to show for it prowess. In 1998 NB won the Diamond Award for 

Excellence in recognition for outstanding performance in bottling and marketing Schweppes range 

of products in Nigeria. In 2001 it won for the second time Performance Earning and Return 

Leadership Award (PEARL) and, was pronounced Quoted Company of the year in Nigeria Stock 

Exchange.  In 2002, it won Heineken World Business Challenge Award, Industrial Training funds 

(ITF) Merit Award and trophy for Best Cost Saving Company in Heineken Group in 2005.  In all, 

NB has become a giant to contend with in production and marketing of a wide range of products. 
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2.5 Influence of strategic alliance on business stability 

Strategy alliance can influence business stability in variety of ways.  Stability refers to 

continuous and consistent growth overtime.  In environment characterised by turbulent and hostility, 

business operations may experience seasonal fluctuations during which growth may surge and stunt 

intermittently.  Strategic alliance may prove to be a useful strategy to stabilise firm’s operations and 

growth.  The need for aligning strategy may be obvious during firm’s low periods. At such times, it 

is necessary for the firm to audit itself and seek ways to form alliance with firms that can help it 

achieve its strategic objectives.  A firmed partnership with organisations that not only supplement 

but complement its expertise may help a business avoid low periods.  

According to Shaoling, Jiabao, Xinyan and Xiaowei (2013), the performance of strategic 

alliance promote business stability.  This means that the benefits derived from strategic alliance can 

help sustain the firm.  Thus a firm that is vest with its cyclical conditions can fully utilise its 

downturns profitably if it partners with firms that have their upturns within the same period.  

Continuous alliances with different companies like the ones maintained by Nigerian Breweries may 

help the firm develop robust financial based that can help sustain growths.  

 

3.0 Methodology 

 The study is purely conceptual. It adopts a theoretical approach to explore the concept of 

strategic alliance using qualitative research design.  The emphasis is to assess the strategic alliance 

as an approach to business growth and stability.  The study uses secondary data published in scholarly 

articles and textbooks on the field of strategic management from the Internet. 

 

4.0 Findings  

1. Strategy alliance is a growth strategy that provides opportunity for firms to tap into the 

expertise of other firms that complement their strength.  
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2. Strategy alliance provides an innovative way for firms to use resources, technology, 

managerial competency or other advantages which they cannot afford on the interim. 

3. Strategic alliance provides firms with the opportunity to cut cost, increase revenue and make 

profit.   

4. Alliance is healthy for the partners as well as the environment as it minimises waste and seeks 

new ways to improve on factor input through research and development.   

5. Alliance is susceptible to instability if not properly articulated and implemented.  

 

4.1 Discussion of findings 

 The essence of strategy alliance is to complement the core competence of a firm and makeup 

for its weakness.  Strategy alliance provides an innovative way for firms to tap into the core 

competence of other firms that may be their rivals and derive advantages from their expertise. 

Therefore it makes sense if firms align their strategy with firms that complement their strength. In 

this way, the firms involved will benefit and make the alliance workable. To select the right partner 

will entail a careful analysis of the strength, weakness, opportunities and threats of identified potential 

partners in order to determine the firms with complementary strengths and opportunities. This finding 

supports the justification for firms to adopt strategic alliance as portrayed in Ekpudu, Aigbepue and 

Olabisi (2013) and Aun (2014) that the alliance of firms with complementary strength is stable with 

high prospect for growth.  

 Strategy alliance serves as platforms for firms to join forces to overcome environmental 

constraints and creates enabling environment for firms to grow.  Partnership like market relations, 

action set and industry standard groups serve as linkages between regulatory authorities and the firms 

they represent.  They negotiate standard prizes, quotas, lobby to influence public policies and issues 

that affect the industry.  Thus through these alliances the firms are able to mitigate negative 

environmental influences and stabilize market conditions for them to strive profitably. This supports 
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the finding of Shaoling, Jiabao, Xinyan and Xiaowei (2013) that the performance of strategy alliance 

promote firm stability to the extent of the quality of the commitment created by the relationship.   

 Successful alliance is healthy for the environment and for the partners as it minimizes waste 

and, works in the interest of the firms involved. Strategic alliance tends to set order in the system 

where firms are compelled to cooperate.  One of such cooperation is in research and development 

where the organizations become committed to replenish the sources of the inputs and invest in areas 

that may not yield immediate benefits but create conditions for stability.  This finding finds support 

in the work of Wenwen and Bayu (2015) that found that alliance behaviours such as willingness and 

level of collaboration in research and development affect alliance stability and the growth and 

stability of the business enterprises. 

 Alliance is susceptible to instability if not properly articulated and implemented. Strategy 

alliance should be carefully thought out before it is contracted because any item of the agreement not 

carefully considered and communicated may lead to collapse of the alliance.  This deduction 

confirmed those of Cheng and Fan (2006)and Umukoro, Sulaimon and Kuye (2009) that 30 -40 

percent of sampled strategy alliances failed to pull through. 

 

5.0 Recommendations 

1. Managers should not be afraid to create strategic alliances with firms even their core rivals 

because such alliance may yield many strategic benefits. 

2. Business organisations should embrace strategic alliance to help them expand their markets 

and increase their growth prospects. 

3. Firms should choose their strategic partners carefully because the choice of partners is a major 

determinant of stability of the partnership. 
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6.0 Implications of the study 

 A study on strategic alliance has implications for management practitioners and strategic 

management theorists.  First it implies that competitors are not enemies as it may seem, joining forces 

with carefully selected competitors may yield benefits to both firms than when they operate 

individually.  This may be healthy not just for the firms involved but the entire industry since such 

cooperation has the capacity to create a stable condition for business growth and stability.  Theories 

on strategic alliance are still being built and need verifications.  Attempt like this is a step in that 

direction. 

 

7.0 Limitation of the study 

 The absence of empirical evidence to verify the finding is a limitation.   

8.0 Conclusion 

Strategy alliance is an innovation strategy by which business organisations can overcome any 

shortcomings in core expertise by joining alliance with firms that possess the competency they desire.  

The strategy requires that firms cooperate with each other to achieve whatever they desire. This type 

of strategy yields strategic advantages for the firms including creating environment for them to grow 

and stabilise. 
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